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Abstract
Yorùbá newspapers writers are language artists of a kind because of the way and manner they exploit the paralinguistic resources of the language. The malleability of the language exploitation is achieved through the symbiotic relationship between the language structure and language function. Employing the theory of foregrounding as analytical template, this study discusses graphological patterning of Yorùbá newspapers writers, as communicative tools. The study contends that the graphological techniques have pragmatic forces which are stylistically contrived by the writers to capture readers' attention and interest with a view to entertaining and informing them. The paper concludes that the techniques are products of intention.
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1. Introduction

Among the objectives of Yorùbá newspapers writers is to present a mass audience of different educational levels and interests with news items in simple, easy-to-understand, language. Largely due to the competition among the newspapers to attract readers, several headlines are splashed on the front page. This pressure, coupled with limitation of space on the front page, compels writers to compress their information while still making it clear, interesting and sustaining. The lack of space and the need to be compact, clear and sustaining require that the graphological design of headlines, paragraphs and sentences follow a peculiar arrangement to achieve directness and vividness of language. More so, the writers are much aware that readers focus on the headlines on a page and the few minutes' attention might ignite readers' interest to look at the first paragraph. If the first paragraph interests the readers, they go on to read the entire news story. To achieve the goals of entertainment and information dissemination, the Yorùbá newspaper writers take advantage of the elasticity and resources of the Yorùbá language.

This study employs the stratification method in the selection of the ten Yorùbá newspapers used. The newspapers are Akéde Ògbáyé, Akéde Odisùwà, Alálàyé, Aláriyá Oòduà and Alároyé. Others include Alóré, Ajorò, Ìròyìn Yorùbá, K'ìyémò and Magasiini Ajoró. Precisely, the following elicitation steps were taken: the researcher collected and sorted the Yorùbá newspapers that have circulation range between 2,000 and 20,000, and were on newsstands in at least two major cities of Nigeria's six South-Western states, namely Òkíti, Lagos, Ògún, Òhó, Òṣùn and Òyò. After the collection of the newspapers, the researcher read every section of the newspapers namely the news items, features, columns, editorials and advertisements. Thereafter, the data were sifted, and those that focus on the
study's objectives were compiled. The data utilised in this study are from the whole gamut of the selected ten Yorùbá newspapers. That is, they were taken from the editorial, news reports, features, correspondences, sports and advertisements. Having got enough data, the researcher applied the principles of the theory of foregrounding to investigate graphological features in every section of the newspaper and their effects on the message and the readers. In a simple fashion, with copious examples, the graphological features of Yorùbá newspapers are isolated and discussed. The thoroughness of the analysis results in most of the positions and claims made in this paper. Though the newspapers are written in Yoruba, the excerpts were translated into English. It is worth to mention that the data are reproduced in this work as they appeared in the newspapers; that is, there are no modifications whatsoever to the language and style of the newspapers. As important as autosegmental features are in Yoruba, being a tonal language, this paper does not attempt to reflect them where they are not reflected in the data. However, the translations are written to conform to English orthography. For example, the translations of the headlines in flush left, centred form, inverted pyramid and over line kickers are written in straight lines.

2. The Yorùbá Newspapers

There is no argument against the fact of Ìwé Èròyìn fún Òwọn ará Ègbá àti Yorùbá being the first newspaper in Nigeria. According to Adebajo (1991), the Ìwé Èròyìn fún Òwọn ará Ègbá àti Yorùbá set the objective clearly when its founder and editor, Henry Townsend writes:

I have set on foot, a Yorùbá Newspaper. My first number is out. I am writing the second.
My object is to get the people to read; i.e. to
beget the habit of seeking for information by reading. (p. 34)

Without ambiguity, Henry Townsend made clear what he wanted to achieve. He wanted to instil the habit of reading and seeking information in the Yorùbá people. This effort came at a time when a large number of Yorùbá people had not cultivated the practices of reading and writing; when British colonialists foisted their language and culture on the people against their collective wish. From the first experience in 1859, Yorùbá newspapers have grown and are now becoming stable because fifty-eight Yorùbá newspapers have been published between 1859 and 2015 (Osunnuga 2015, p. 90). It is worthy to note the concentration in 1999 and 2000 when 10 and 8 newspapers were established respectively. The reason why 18 newspapers were established within two years was the need to disseminate information to the teeming Yorùbá people who could not read the English newspapers. Those two years (1999 and 2000) were remarkable in the history of Nigeria because the nascent democratic government was firming up at the time.

3. Foregrounding and Graphology
The concept of foregrounding has its roots in Russian Formalism. According to the scholars of Russian Formalism at the beginning of the 20th century, the target of literary studies is "literariness" which lies in the special use of language within a literary work. Lisheng (2006) claims that "Defamiliarization or making strange is the device by which literary language differs from everyday language" (p. 23). Shklovsky (1965), a major speaker of the Russian Formalism holds the view that in daily life we are so accustomed to things around us that we cannot feel or even would not pay attention to their unique quality. Therefore, our feeling towards these things, including language,
becomes automatic. The purpose of art and literature is then to make people realize the world in a fresh way, to defamiliarise the familiar, and by defamiliarising a work of art or a text we make it stand out from the norm – it becomes foregrounded. Shklovsky (1965) posits that:

Art exists that one may recover the sensation of life; it exists to make one feel things, to make the stone stony. The purpose of art is to impart the sensation of things as they are perceived and not as they are known. The technique of art is to make objects "unfamiliar", to make forms difficult, to increase the difficulty and length of perception because the process of perception is an aesthetic end in itself and must be prolonged (p. 20).

"Defamiliarization" and "deautomatization" as put forward by Shklovsky (1965) were widely hailed by formalists at that time, and the focus of literary studies at that period was mainly on form rather than content. One of the drawbacks of Russian Formalists' analysis is that they focus on the formal literary devices in isolation. Despite the shortcomings, Shklovsky's "defamiliarization" theory lies at the root of the theory of foregrounding. Meanwhile, in light of the weak points of "defamiliarization" theory, critics then started to study the interrelationships among various elements of literature, and the trend towards structuralism came into the fore.

The theory of foregrounding concentrates on the disruption of everyday communication and enables literary and non-literary texts to present new understanding and meanings wrapped in complexity and sometimes in an intricacy, which
does not occur in ordinary language. Consequently, foregrounding is a theory of language, which consists of analytical tools that are employed to evaluate texts and show their linguistic, literary, historical and cultural significance based on breaking rules and norms of language by implementing devices of deviation and parallelism with a view to yielding aesthetics. Furthermore, foregrounding refers to any attention-catching device in a text, which makes parts of the text to stand out within a specific context. In other words, foregrounding is the aesthetically intentional distortion of the linguistic components of a text. Therefore, the normal language patterning is the background while any deviation from the normal language patterning is the foreground because such deviation brings the message to the forecourt of the reader's attention (Yankson 1987:3). On the other hand, graphology relates to either graphical or orthographical features of a text. Such features include paragraphing, italicization, punctuation, arrangement of headlines and sub-titles, etc. These elements relate exclusively to the visual dimension of language use. These elements are manipulated by the writers to capture specific graphic senses in the text which ultimately guide the reader's sense of comprehension and interpretation.

3.1. Graphology as Technique
Graphological technique is an element of foregrounding which relates to deliberate selection of linguistic elements that are made to stand out. Apart from striking lexical items, the elements foregrounded carry semantic implication. When we pick any Yorùbá newspaper and look at its front page, we are attracted by the masthead or nameplate presented in Gothic style, a heavy-face type of printing with thick, pointed letters with variation in size and shape. Often, there are many headlines on the front page with an average of eight. The
headlines also have a variety of sizes and shapes. They appear in different colours. Photos are generously used on the front page. All these are used to catch the reader's eye and rivet his attention on what is most important and yet most attractive and easy to read. Through measurement, it is discovered that some headlines are printed in 16.5 mm high, heavy, and lower case roman letters. Some headlines are short while some are long covering either one or two to three lines which is called as 'flush left' or a head that flush to the left margin without considering the margin on the right. For example:

(1)  Funke Akindele
     Wọ wahala
     Lori fiimu 'Ipadabọ Jenifa'
     (Aláriyá Òdùà, 2012, March 12, p. 1)

     Funke Akindele in trouble because of the film titled 'Jenifer's Return'.

The above headline exemplifies a Yorùbá culture of reading and writing because we learn to read from left to right and from top to bottom of the page, an art which the Yorùbá acquired from the Western education imposed on them by the British imperialists. Yorùbá newspaper writers are aware of this and places important news story at the top left hand corner of the newspapers.

A headline could also be in drop form; that is, a headline occupying several lines with the end lines indented, each further inwards from left margin as could be seen in the next headlined written in lower case:

(2)  L'Eko Kansẹlọ
     towọbọ awọn
In Lagos, councillor irks commercial bus drivers

Some headlines are in inverted pyramid form. This happens when a headline occupies several lines in which the top line is the longest, and the other lines are shortened in proper order so that it looks similar to an inverted pyramid. The inverted pyramid can be traced to the American civil war. Due to the fear that telegraph might break down before their transmission is complete, correspondents put the most important information in the first paragraph. Thereafter, they present the supporting facts in a descending order based on the value of the news. Examples of an inverted pyramid headline include:

(3) Jonathan bura lati fi awọn to pa awọn oyiibo akoṣeṣeṣe ni Sokoto jofin

(K'ayemọ, 2012, March 3, p. 1)

Jonathan vows to prosecute those who killed expatriates in Sokoto.

(4) Gomina Alao-Akala ṣe ikilọ fun awọn alaga ijoba ibiṣe titun

(Alóre, 2007, December, p. 12)

Governor Alao-Akala warns new Council chairmen.
A Yorùbá newspaper headline could also be in a centre form; that is, a headline occupying several lines that are placed in the middle of respective lines as in the following examples:

(5) Ṫọlọpaa mu Ọṣẹgun
    Ọdina atawọn
    Ọmọọṣẹ Gbenga Adeboye

    (Akhédé Àgbáyé, 2004, November 18, p. 4)

    Police arrest Segun Adisa and Gbenga Adeboye's staff

(6) Àṣási
    mú
    PDP

    (Íròyìn Yorùbá, 2004, December 21-2, p. 1)

    PDP is jinxed.

Another type of headline often used by Yorùbá newspaper writers is the over-line or kicker. Over-line or kicker is usually a short phrase set above the headline. In most cases, it is set in a smaller type. Yorùbá newspaper writers use this style to form a visual signpost that helps readers assess a story or report before committing to reading the whole piece. Beyond the assessment function, writers use kicker to afford the reader a small hint as to what he/she is to expect in the report. It is usually only a word or phrase in length. Examples are:

(7) ìjọba aapaọ
    nłu aago lori ile Jerry Useni

    (Ájọrọ, 2000, April 17-23, p. 6)

    Federal government auction Jerry Useni’s house.
From examples (7 & 8), the kickers are the noun phrases Òjoba àpapó and Alága Kánsù. These are called simple noun phrases that do not require huge mental processing from the readers to visually comprehend what the story could centre on. The use of kickers in headlines aids quick processing of information. However, the writers did not stop at using the two-word noun phrases as the kicker; they went ahead to provide riders. Example (8) is more apt in that Kánsù is a modifier, giving more information about what sort of Chairperson the headline refers to. The essence of the riders is to clear any sort of ambiguity because a reader who does not understand the subject matter might not fully understand the noun phrase alone.

Sometimes, subhead, a usually smaller head under the main head is used. The subhead uses more words but still relates to the caption. Examples include:

(9) Wahala Amerika
   Ija bẹrẹ nilẹ Larubawa
   (Alárọyé, 2001, October 9, p. 1)
   America's crisis, fights erupt in Middle East.

(10) Ija repẹntẹ ni ọọọsi
     Joshua ati Okotie koju ija sira won
     (Akéde Àgbáyé, 2001, November 8, p. 1)
     Intrigues in Church
     Joshua and Okotie fight each other.

(11) Ogun amokole
Use of Viagra lands theatre practitioner in hospital.

(Iròyìn Yorùbá, 2004, December 21-27, p. 1)

The subhead gives more information about the article and does not just repeat what the headline says. Together with the headline, the subheads in (9-11) answer question such as why; thus bridging a gap and reducing the chances of misconstruing the headlines. The Yorùbá newspaper writers sometimes use jump head, which is a headline that is continued on other pages such as:

(12) Ominra Naijiria Àti (p.12)
Awọn Agba Ti Ko Ṣee Gbagbe (p.13)
(Magaskiini Ajọrè, 1999, October 4-31, pp. 12-13)
Nigeria's independence and
The unforgettable heroes

This technique is deliberate and purposely used to compel the readers to read the story to the end. It is used when news reports are lengthy.

The varieties of techniques adopted by Yorùbá newspaper writers to cast headlines are primarily meant for eye-catching and easier-to-read effect. Using variety of headlines with different colours entices the readers and presents them with choices of stories and reports from which to choose.

Another graphological feature which Yorùbá newspaper writers use for eye-catching and easier to read effect is the way in which a news story is spilt into smaller units. This involves the use of subheadings, very short paragraphs (sometimes one-sentence paragraphs of a few lines each). In a news story titled:
Duro Ladipo's wife, Biodun reveals how she made Duro Ladipo famous.

The news story consists of four subheadings and twenty-four paragraphs. The subheadings are:

Bi mo s'ebere (How I started)
Ise to wu mi lati s' (The career I wanted)
Bí mo s'mọ Duro Ladipo (How I met Duro Ladipo)
Ohun to mu mi gba lati ìfẹ Duro Ladipo (Why I agreed to marry Duro Ladipo)

The news story about Duro Ladipo consists of twenty-four paragraphs, and they vary in length as shown in Table I.

Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Paragraphs</th>
<th>No. of sentences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table I shows how the entire story is divided into paragraphs and how many sentences are contained in each of the paragraphs. Splitting news story into smaller units under several subheadings is used when the news story is quite long and there is possibility of the reader getting bored. To avoid boredom and lack of interest, the writer devices a technique of splitting to guide and direct the reader to specific information that will sustain the reader's interest. In such a situation, the reader might chose to skip and quickly jump to any subheading that strikes him the most or he is anxious to read. In the above example (13a), and several others that we examined, it is discovered that when a whole paragraph is made up of a sentence, the writer wants reader to pay more than usual attention to the paragraph because it contains information central to the news story. From (13a), the 13th paragraph goes thus:

(13b) Loootọ, ki i ṣe pe emi gan-an nifẹ si ohun to jọ mọ ere naa, tabi mo fẹ mu un bii iṣẹ, sugbọn ifẹ temi kan ní si orín ni mo ṣe maa nlo ṣibẹ, ki n sì tun ọ lọ woran wọn. Truly, it wasn't as if I had interest in theatre or I wanted to make it a career but the love I had for music prompted me to watch the plays.  
(Aláríyá Òoduà, 2012, March 5, p. 10)

The one-sentence paragraph contains the key information that the entire story revolves around because the news story discusses how and why Olóyè Biökun Ládiipọ, the wife of late Dúró Ládiipọ, took to acting at a time when everyone wanted a white-collar job in Nigeria. This tactic/technique of splitting is generously used in all segments of Yorùbá newspapers and it
aids easy reading, comprehension and ‘fast-forwarding’ reading to any part of the story as desired by the reader.

Furthermore, it is observed that there is characteristic use of punctuation in Yorùbá newspapers. Inverted commas are frequently used for direct or indirect quotation as exemplified in the next excerpt taken from a news story about inefficiency and arbitrary charges of the National Electric Power Authority (NEPA) which incurred people’s wrath to the extent of consumers placing curses on the staff of NEPA. The writer assumes that these curses have impact on the performance and service delivery of the organization. Thus, we read:

(14a) Looọtọ, nigba ti eeyan ba n ọrọ aisan ti a ko ọlọhọ fun, ti o jẹ epe ti 'ọmọde-tagba n ọrọ le aisan naa, ọna ti yoo fi san da? idī ree o ti mo fi sọ pe 'nigba ti epe ba ti pãpọju, alaisan ko ni san'. Bẹẹ bi alaisan ko ba san, ki lo maa gbẹyin?.

(_Ajọrọ, 2005_, February 14-20, p. 3)

Honestly, if someone is sick and we keep placing curse on him instead of praying for his recovery, how will he get well? That is why I said ‘where a sick person is always cursed he would not recover. And if he does not recover what will eventually happen to him?

The use of inverted comma as in the above example is employed to spotlight the clause ‘nígba tí èpè bá ti pàpọjù, aláisàn kò ní san’ for particular attention of the reader. The writer wants the reader to know that, beyond a typical organization's technical hindrances, NEPA has actually not been performing to
expectation because of frequent curses people placed on the organization. The writer infers and wants his readers to share same thought because both the writer and the reader share same Yorùbá worldview on curses and their potency. The Yorùbá believe that when curses are placed on an individual or organisation, they have negative effects and make the targeted individuals miserable. The writer then implores the public to desist from cursing NEPA and spotlights what needs to be done by using inverted comma as in:

(14b) Ṣugbọn èbè ti mo fẹ bẹ eyin eeyan ni pe, 'ẹ ma sepe fun NEPA mọ lati oni lọ, adura ni ki e jẹ ki a maa gba fun wọn'. Bi a ba n gbadura fun NEPA daju-daju aisan ara wọn a kuro ... mo bẹ yin loruko Olodumare Oba alaanu, ẹ ma sepe fun NEPA mọ adura lo yẹ ki a maa gba fun wọn.

(Àjorò, 2005, February 14-20, p. 3)
But I plead with you 'not to curse NEPA again as from today, let's pray for them'. If we keep praying for NEPA, certainly their sickness will heal up... I plead with you in the name of merciful God to stop cursing NEPA instead we should be praying for them

Again, to buttress and reinforce his message, the writer forms an acrostic with the acronym NEPA. Acrostic is series of line where first letters in each line form a word or name when read in sequence. It is a popular form of entertainment that serves as a memory enhancing device as well as a type of verbal play as shown in (14c).
Graphological Foregrounding ...

(14c) Nigba ti
Epe ba ti
Papoju
Alaisan ko ni san
(Àjórò, 2005, February 14-20, p. 3)

The technique is contrived in the above example to forcefully drive a message into the memory of the readers in order to stem the tide of cursing NEPA. In (14a-c), the writer uses two different techniques – inverted comma and acrostic to intensify his intention. Thus, the writer foregrounds the elements of the text that he wants readers to focus on because those elements are central to understanding the text. The expressions in inverted comma in (14a and 14b) are the motivated prominence because they are related to the subject matter or the theme of a text. This harmonises with Halliday (1973) who asserts that a feature that is brought into prominence will be "foregrounded" only if it relates to the meaning of the text as a whole.

Sometimes, the writers highlight the major character of a report and motivate the character into prominence by emboldening some constituents in a text. For example:

(15) O yẹ ki ẹ ti gbọ kẹ, ani wọn ni o ṣe Aarẹ ologun ana, iyẹn
Ibrahim Babangida, wa ninu aisan bayii wọn ti gbe ọkunrin ẹlẹrin eyẹ ọhun lọ si ọṣibitu kan ni orilẹ ede Germany nibi ti o ọrọ gba itọju...
(Akéde Odìduwà, 2011, November 20, p. 12)

You should have heard that former Military President, that is, the ever-smiling Ibrahim
Babangida is sick and has been taken to a hospital in Germany to receive treatment.

The highlighted words are deliberately motivated into prominence and used as attention-getters. The writer shifts the attention of the reader to a few words in the body of the paragraph by employing extra bold prints to highlight the unconventional title Ẹ̀rẹ̀ which Ibrahim Babangida adopted for himself against the traditional title Head of State that most military rulers use when they seize power through coups. It is interesting to note the creativity of the graphological device used here. While the writer does not want to support the title (which he does by inserting ológun), he still highlights it and the names such that if they are brought together, it will read 'Ẹ̀rẹ̀ Ibrahim Babangida'. The foregrounding of the title and names is unique and semantically significant because the reader will naturally pay attention to the words inserted between Ẹ̀rẹ̀ and Ibrahim Babangida. In the process of paying attention to the words, the reader will begin to impute meaning into the sentence and will eventually come to conclusion that the title Ẹ̀rẹ̀ (president) is a mismatch within the context of a military regime.

4. Conclusion
This study has attempted a lucid stylistic analysis of a few graphemic resources contrived by Yorùbá newspapers writers in their attempt to achieve aesthetics and information dissemination. It copiously demonstrated that graphological techniques play essential role in communicating the message of a particular text because such techniques allow the writers to bring into prominence parts of a text that are crucially important to its overall meaning. The study also highlighted the fact that meanings that are generated by the readers through the graphological patterning of Yorùbá newspapers are easier to
comprehend and more memorable. Beside these, the study demonstrated the usefulness of foregrounding theory to stylistic analysis of Yoruba newspapers.
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